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Abstract—This paper proposes a frequency-modulation5
control scheme for a dc/dc current-source parallel-resonant6
converter with two possible configurations. The basic con-7
figuration comprises an external voltage loop, an internal8
current loop, and a frequency modulator: the voltage loop9
is responsible for regulating the output voltage, the current10
loop makes the system controllable and limits the input11
current, and the modulator provides robustness against12
variations in resonant component values. The enhanced13
configuration introduces the output inductor current as14
a feed-forward term and clearly improves the transient15
response to fast load changes. The theoretical design of16
these control schemes is performed systematically by first17
deriving their small-signal models and second using Bode18
diagram analysis. The actual performance of the proposed19
control schemes is experimentally validated by testing on20
a laboratory prototype.21

Index Terms—Control design, control systems, dc–dc22
power converters, frequency modulation, resonant23
converters.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

S INCE the emergence of the resonant technology, major26

research efforts have been conducted to apply the en-27

hanced features of resonant converters to practical applications28

[1]–[8]. Induction heating [1], electric vehicle [2], lighting sys-29

tem [3], robotic industry [4], [5], and contactless energy-transfer30

system [6]–[8] are just a short list of examples. DC–DC conver-31

sion category is another industry example of great importance32

for these converters. Battery charging, electronic air purifiers,33

and switching power supplies are among these applications,34

ranging from low to high power [9]–[15]. A great interest has35

been taken in these converters due to their generated high fre-36

quency sinusoidal waveforms, reducing the electromagnetic in-37

terference and switching losses [16]. The control strategy has38
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been one of the challenging research keys in this field. For 39

voltage-source series-resonant converters, many control strate- 40

gies have been analyzed and investigated [17]–[23], turning this 41

into a mature technology nowadays. However, compared to the 42

series-resonant topologies, parallel-resonant converters absorb 43

a continuous smooth current from the input source, offering low 44

current stress to switches [24]. Likewise, the reactive power 45

circulates inside the parallel resonant tank and only the active 46

power is supplied through the switches. This feature provides the 47

capability of generating high current and voltage levels by using 48

low VA-rated switches, reducing conduction losses. In addition, 49

these converters provide more facilities such as short-circuited 50

protection and paralleling capabilities. For the reasons outlined 51

above, the research on the current-source parallel-resonant con- 52

verters (CSPRC) has recently attracted more interest [25]–[31]. 53

In particular, in [25], a current source topology has been pro- 54

posed to supply a multireceiver inductive contactless energy 55

transfer system. In this topology, a buck converter has been uti- 56

lized to obtain an input current source with constant amplitude, 57

supplying the resonant inverter. In [26], a simple modulation 58

technique has been proposed for this type of converter and then 59

applied to an induction heating system [27]. This method is then 60

further developed in [28]. In [29], the modulation technique has 61

been applied to an inductive contactless energy transfer system. 62

A delta–sigma modulator is also applied to a class-D CSPRC in 63

[30]. In all these works, the current-source converters operate 64

in open loop and thus they exhibit a high sensitivity to external 65

disturbances and parameter variations. In [31], a closed-loop 66

control scheme with amplitude modulation has been presented 67

for a dc/dc CSPRC. A robust behavior against load changes 68

was demonstrated in this study by simulation results; however, 69

some drawbacks inherent to the amplitude modulation limit its 70

practical use. 71

The aim of this paper is to introduce a control scheme for the 72

dc/dc class-D CSPRC intended for switching power supplies. 73

The control scheme has two possible configurations. The basic 74

configuration is responsible for both regulating the output volt- 75

age and providing zero voltage switching (ZVS) conditions. A 76

cascaded control scheme is proposed to this end, including an 77

external voltage loop and an internal current loop. ZVS con- 78

ditions are guaranteed by driving the switches with a robust 79

frequency modulation technique. In addition, an enhanced con- 80

trol configuration is presented in this paper in order to further 81

improve the load transient response of the basic configuration. 82

The design of the control schemes is based on two steps. First, 83
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Fig. 1. Power circuit of the class-D CSPRC.

a dynamic model of the open-loop CSPRC is obtained. After-84

ward, the small-signal characteristics of the obtained averaged85

model are derived. Second, the dynamic model for the closed-86

loop system is formulated and a systematic procedure to design87

the control gains is presented.88

The theoretical contributions of this paper are: the large-signal89

model of the CSPRC operating with frequency modulation; 2)90

its small-signal model; 3) the control scheme, including the ba-91

sic and enhanced control-loop configurations and the frequency92

modulator (FM); and 4) the systematic design procedure for93

deriving the control gains. As far as authors know, there are no94

previous studies exploring these four topics together or sepa-95

rately for the considered resonant topology.96

This paper is structured as follows. Section II derives the97

large-signal model of the class-D CSPRC and its averaged small-98

signal model. Section III introduces the basic and enhanced99

control configurations, including the FM. Section IV presents100

the design process of the proposed control scheme intended for101

dc/dc applications. Section V verifies the theoretical contribu-102

tions by selected experimental results in a laboratory prototype.103

Finally, Section VI gives the conclusions.104

II. DYNAMIC MODELING OF THE CLASS-D CSPRC105

Fig. 1 shows the power circuit of the dc/dc class-D CSPRC.106

The class-D resonant inverter includes an input inductor (Li),107

a second-order parallel-resonant tank (Lr and Cr ) and a high-108

frequency transformer with winding turns ratio np : ns . The109

resonant tank is loaded through a full-bridge diode rectifier110

and a second-order low-pass filter (Lo and Co ) to get a dc111

output voltage. The operation principle of this converter using112

frequency modulation was presented in detail in [24], and thus113

it is not repeated here.114

The first contribution of this paper is the development of an115

adequate dynamic description of the class-D CSPRC converter116

for dc switching power supply applications. This model is es-117

sential for the control design process. Below is a step-by-step118

derivation of the dynamic model.119

A. State-Space Model120

The assumptions to derive the model are: 1) the components121

are ideal and 2) the circuit is driven by frequency modulation. In122

this case, the control input is the angular switching frequency ωs .123

This variable will be provided by the control system in order 124

to reach the control objectives (i.e., output voltage regulation 125

and operation under ZVS conditions). Under these assumptions 126

and taking into account the equivalent circuits of the converter 127

presented in [24], the differential state-space equations can be 128

expressed as follows: 129

dii
dt

=
1
Li

[
Vi −

(
1 + sgn (sinωst)

2

)
vc

]
(1)

dvc

dt
=

1
Cr

[ (
1 + sgn (sinωst)

2

)
ii − iL − ns

np
sgn(vc) io

]

(2)

diL
dt

=
1
Lr

vc (3)

dio
dt

=
1
Lo

[
ns

np
|vc | − vo

]
(4)

dvo

dt
=

1
Co

[
io − vo

R

]
(5)

where ii stands for the input current variable, vc and iL are 130

the resonant state variables, and vo and io are the output fil- 131

ter state variables. According to [32], the state-space variables 132

can be divided in two subgroups: fast and slow variables. The 133

resonant state variables are fast variables and evolve the follow- 134

ing sinusoidal waveforms. Input current and output voltage and 135

current are slow variables. They evolve slowly compared to the 136

dynamics of resonant waveforms. 137

B. Averaged Modeling of the Resonant State Variables 138

The averaged method presented in [32] is used here to obtain 139

a proper dynamic model. In this method, the resonant state 140

variables are approximated as sinusoidal waveforms including 141

slow time-varying amplitudes and phases, defined as 142

vc = Vc sin (ωst − α) (6)

iL = IL sin (ωst − β) (7)

where Vc and IL are the peak values of the resonant state vari- 143

ables, and α and β are the initial phases. These variables are 144

then inserted into (2) and (3). By applying harmonic lineariza- 145

tion and harmonic balance to the resulting model, the following 146

equation is derived: 147

dv̄c

dt
=

1
Ceq

[
m

2
ii − ns

np
īo

]
(8)

where the symbol – denotes averaged value over a half-switching 148

cycle, and the equivalent capacitor Ceq and the new variable m 149

can be expressed as 150

Ceq = π2Cr/8 (9)

m =

√
1 −

[
π2Q

4 R

v̄c

ii

(
ωs

ωo
− ωo

ωs

)]2

. (10)

Note that m is a variable that contains information about 151

the system state in an averaged sense (through the variables 152

v̄c and īi) and the control action ωs . It is used here simply 153
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to compact the final expressions of the models. In (10), the154

variables Q and ωo represent the quality factor and angular155

resonant frequency of the resonant tank. In addition, Zo is the156

characteristic impedance. These variables are defined as157

Q = R/Zo (11)

ωo = 1/
√

Lr Cr (12)

Zo =
√

Lr/Cr . (13)

Further details on model derivation can be found in [33]–158

[35], where the averaged models of other resonant topologies159

have been derived. Note that, in this case, the resonant tank160

is described in an averaged sense because only one differen-161

tial equation (8) models the dynamics of the averaged resonant162

capacitor voltage. This equation contains all the necessary in-163

formation to reproduce the transient and steady-state behavior164

of the resonant tank in an averaged sense. Also, note that this165

equation is nonlinear.166

C. Averaged Modeling of Slow Variables167

The averaged dynamics of the slow variables, including the168

input and output state variables, are derived by using the time-169

varying averaging over a half-switching cycle, resulting in170

dii
dt

=
1
Li

.
[
Vi − m

2
v̄c

]
(14)

dīo
dt

=
1
Lo

[
ns

np
v̄c − v̄o

]
(15)

dv̄o

dt
=

1
Co

.
[̄
io − v̄o

R

]
. (16)

Therefore, the complete averaged large-signal model of the171

class-D CSPRC is expressed by (8) and (14)–(16).172

As far as authors know, the large signal model for the173

frequency-modulated CSPRC has not been previously studied.174

Hence, this model constitutes the first contribution of this pa-175

per. The accuracy of this model is validated in Section II-E by176

selected simulation results.177

D. Equilibrium Point178

In steady-state conditions, all the averaged variables reach179

their equilibrium point. By considering dii/dt = 0, dvc/dt =180

0, dio/dt = 0, and dvo/dt = 0, the equilibrium point of the181

model (8) and (14)–(16) can be expressed as182

Ii =
V 2

0

R Vi
(17)

Vc =
2Vi

M
(18)

Io =
Vo

R
(19)

Vo =
ns

np

2Vi

M
(20)

Fig. 2. Output voltage as a function of the switching frequency (FL in
blue and 10% of FL in red).

TABLE I
VALUES OF THE POWER COMPONENTS

Symbol Quantity Value

Vi Input voltage 12 V
Li Input filter inductor 300 μH
Cr Resonant capacitor 470 nF
Lr Resonant inductor 5.3 μH
np :ns Transformer turns ratio 1:1
Lo Output filter inductor 100 μH
Co Output filter capacitor 470 μF
Vo Output voltage 35 V
R Full-load resistor 20 Ω

where M is the steady-state value of m (i.e., the equilibrium 183

point of m), which can be written as 184

1
M

=

√√√√1 +

[
π2

8
Q

(
ns

np

)2 (
ωs

ωo
− ωo

ωs

)]2

. (21)

Note that the equilibrium point depends on the control input 185

ωs , the resonant circuit parameters, the input voltage, and the 186

load. 187

The output voltage in steady state can be easily determined 188

from (20) and (21). Fig. 2 depicts this voltage as a function of 189

the switching frequency for two load conditions: full load (FL) 190

in blue and 10% of FL in red. The nominal values of the power 191

components listed in Table I are used to draw the figure. Note 192

that the output voltage can be maintained constant in steady state 193

by adjusting conveniently the switching frequency. In fact, Fig. 2 194

also shows the theoretical values of the switching frequency that 195

provides the nominal output voltage for the two considered load 196

conditions. 197

E. Validation of the Averaged Large-Signal Model 198

The validity of the derived large-signal model expressed in (8) 199

and (14)–(16) is evaluated by comparing selected simulation re- 200

sults with those obtained by the state-space model expressed in 201

(1)–(5). Both models are implemented in MATLAB–Simulink, 202

and the obtained results are shown in Fig. 3. Two different 203

switching frequencies are considered to validate the averaged 204

model in different operating points. During the first interval, 205

the switching frequency is fixed at 91 kHz. At t = 10 ms, the 206
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Fig. 3. Comparison of waveforms generated by the state-space model
and the averaged large-signal model for two different switching frequen-
cies (0 < t < 10 ms: 91 kHz, 10 ms < t < 20 ms: 94 kHz) and FL con-
dition: (a) input current, (b) resonant capacitor voltage, and (c) output
voltage.

switching frequency is changed to 94 kHz. This frequency is207

maintained to the end of the test. The results show good agree-208

ment between the models, although some small differences209

appear when the switching frequency is abruptly changed at210

t = 10 ms. These mismatches are clearly caused by the as-211

sumptions made in the large-signal model derivation. However,212

for control design purposes, the observed high-frequency tran-213

sients are not important due to the limited control bandwidth214

(BW).215

F. Small-Signal Model216

The small-signal model of the converter is derived by fol-217

lowing the conventional approach based on perturbing and lin-218

earizing the large-signal model [36]. The systematic procedure219

is presented below. First, the state variables are decomposed in 220

dc (Ii , Vc , Io , Vo and M, all defined in [17]–[20]) and ac (îi , v̂c , 221

îo , v̂o , and m̂) terms, given as follows: 222

īi = Ii + îi (22)

v̄c = Vc + v̂c (23)

io = Io + îo (24)

v̄o = Vo + v̂o (25)

m = M + m̂. (26)

Second, the amplitudes of the ac terms are considered 223

small in comparison to the dc quantities (obtained equilibrium 224

values), i.e., 225

îi � Ii (27)

v̂c � Vc (28)

îo � Io (29)

v̂o � Vo (30)

m̂ � M. (31)

Third, by substituting (22)–(26) in (8) and (14)–(16), and tak- 226

ing into account that the products of two ac terms are negligible, 227

the small-signal model is derived. It can be written in matrix 228

form as follows: 229⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

sLi M 0 0
−M sCeq ns/np 0

0 −ns/np sLo 1
0 0 −1 sCo + (1/R)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

îi(s)
v̂c(s)

îo(s)
v̂o(s)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−Vc

Ii

0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ · m̂(s) (32)

where s is the Laplace operator. Note that all the transfer func- 230

tions that characterize the behavior of the converter in small 231

signal can be derived from (32). 232

The obtained small-signal model constitutes the second con- 233

tribution of this paper. This model is then utilized for control 234

design as explained in Section IV. 235

III. PROPOSED CONTROL SCHEME 236

This section introduces a control scheme for the parallel- 237

resonant converter with two possible configurations for the ex- 238

ternal voltage loop. The internal current loop and the FM are 239

also presented in detail. 240

A. Voltage and Current Control Loops 241

Fig. 4 shows the diagram of the proposed control scheme. It 242

is based on two control loops and an FM. The internal control 243

loop makes the system controllable and limits the input cur- 244

rent. To this end, it processes the input current error using a 245
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the two proposed control schemes. Basic config-
uration (io is not measured in this case and ko = 0) and enhanced
configuration (io is measured in this case and ko = Vref /Vi ).

proportional-integral (PI) regulator and provides the signal u to246

the input of the modulator.247

The external voltage loop is responsible to regulate the output248

voltage. It has two control terms: a feedback term that tries to249

eliminate the output voltage error using a PI regulator and a feed-250

forward term of the output current. The feedback term ensures251

that the output voltage matches the reference voltage in steady252

state, thus compensating the effects of unmodeled elements such253

as parasitic resistors and transformer leakage inductances. In254

the case of load-step changes, the feed-forward term helps the255

modulator to rapidly find an appropriate switching frequency256

to ensure a fixed-output voltage, yielding in a fast transient257

response.258

The proposed controller is called here basic configuration259

when ko = 0 and enhanced configuration when ko = Ii /Io .260

In the enhanced controller, the steady-state currents in the feed-261

forward gain ko rely on the load condition. However, from (18)262

and (20) and assuming Vo = Vref , the feed-forward gain is in-263

dependent of the load condition and can be written as264

ko =
Vref

Vi
. (33)

The enhanced controller is introduced in order to improve265

the transient response, i.e, to get a negligible output voltage266

deviation and lower settling time. This is considered as the267

benefit of this control configuration. However, an additional268

measurement io is required in this case, slightly increasing the269

cost of the system.270

B. Frequency Modulator271

This section proposes an FM for the CSPRC. The modu-272

lator is derived from the phase modulator presented in [37]273

for voltage-source resonant converters. The differences between274

both modulators are also highlighted below.275

Fig. 5(a) shows the proposed FM. It is based on the genera-276

tion of a saw-tooth waveform synchronized by the zero crossing277

detection of the resonant capacitor voltage. This waveform is278

then compared with the output signal of the controller u in or-279

der to generate the gate signals (S1 and S2) by using an RS280

flip-flop. Fig. 5(b) shows the main waveforms of the modulator.281

Note that the switching period depends on the load conditions,
Q1

282

as predicted by (21). It is worth mentioning that the ramp am-283

plitude is always one in this modulator in order to modify the284

Fig. 5. Proposed FM including a variable slope, fixed amplitude saw-
tooth generator: (a) diagram and (b) main waveforms for two different
load conditions.

switching period as a function of the load condition. The saw- 285

tooth generator produces this distinctive feature by means of a 286

closed-loop control using a PI regulator; see details in [37]. The 287

most promising feature of both modulators is the high robust- 288

ness to resonant parameter variations. This feature is attributed 289

to the sensing of the resonant tank state, through the measure 290

of a resonant state variable. Thus, changes on resonant com- 291

ponents due to temperature, tolerance, age, etc., are perfectly 292

absorbed by the modulator. The main differences between the 293

two modulators are as follows. 294

1) The resonant capacitor voltage instead of the inductor 295

current is used to provide ZVS conditions. 296

2) The slope of the ramp signal is reversed to operate below 297

resonance (the voltage-source resonant converter oper- 298

ates above resonance). 299

3) Only one input signal u is required to regulate the output 300

voltage (the phase modulator needs two signals). 301

The proposed control scheme is the third contribution of this 302

paper. The novelties of this configuration are: first, the feed- 303

forward term included in the conventional two loop control 304

in order to accelerate the transient response during load step 305

changes; and second, the adaptive modulator used to synchro- 306

nize the control action with the zero crossing of the resonant 307

capacitor voltage, thus providing ZVS condition. In addition, 308

the modulator provides a robust operation against internal and 309

external disturbances (such as variations in resonant tank pa- 310

rameters and input voltage, respectively). 311

IV. CONTROL DESIGN 312

This section presents the design procedure to obtain the gains 313

of the two PI controllers used in the proposed control scheme. A 314

numerical example is also included to illustrate the procedure in 315

detail. This design procedure constitutes the fourth contribution 316
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Fig. 6. Small-signal diagram of the (a) internal control loop and
(b) external control loop.

of this paper. A numerical example is also included to illustrate317

the procedure in detail.318

A. Design Procedure319

The control design proceeds as follows.320

1) The closed-loop transfer functions of the system are first321

obtained by using the derived small-signal model.322

2) The frequency-domain specifications of the closed-loop323

system are fixed in terms of desired control BW and phase324

margin (PM).325

3) The gain values of the PI controllers satisfying the spec-326

ifications are selected.327

To this end, Bode diagrams of different set of gain values are328

examined until the specifications are met.329

B. Closed-Loop Small-Signal Models330

Fig. 6 shows the small-signal diagram of the internal and331

external control loops. Note that the two PI controllers are in-332

cluded in the figure. The other transfer functions involved in the333

diagram are derived below.334

The control to input-current T1(s) and input-current to output-335

voltage T2(s) transfer functions are obtained from the small-336

signal model expressed in (24). These transfer functions are337

T1 (s) =
îi(s)
m̂(s)

=
A1 s3 + A2 s2 + A3 s + A4

B1s4 + B2s3 + B3s2 + B4s + B5
(34)

T2 (s) =
v̂o(s)
îi(s)

=
C1 s + C2

B1s4 + B2s3 + B3s2 + B4s + B5
. (35)

The coefficients of these transfer functions can be found in338

the Appendix.339

The transfer function of the proposed modulator is deduced340

according to the following points and assumptions.341

1) It is well known that the small-signal model of a modu-342

lator involving a ramp signal coincides with the inverse343

of the amplitude of this signal (i.e., 1/Vramp ) [36].344

2) In the proposed modulator, a closed-loop control is used345

in the saw-tooth generator to fix the amplitude of the ramp346

signal to one (Vramp = 1).347

3) This control loop is fast enough compared to the BW of348

the internal and external control loops.349

Thus, the transfer function of the modulator can be expressed350

as351

m̂

û
=

1
Vramp

= 1. (36)

TABLE II
FREQUENCY-DOMAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Control loops BW (kHz) PM (º)

Current loop 7.467 60
Voltage loop 0.593 60

TABLE III
VALUES OF THE CONTROL GAINS AND PARAMETERS

Symbol Quantity Value

kp i Current-loop proportional gain 0.4 A−1

ki i Current-loop integral gain 30 Hz/A
kp v Voltage-loop proportional gain 0.01 Ω−1

ki v Voltage-loop integral gain 120 Hz/Ω
ko Feed-forward gain (basic control) 0
ko Feed-forward gain (enhanced control) 2.9
V r e f Reference output voltage 35 V

The design of the PI controllers is based on making the dy- 352

namic characteristics meet the control design specifications. 353

Table II lists these specifications for the internal and external 354

control loops. In the internal current loop, the control BW is 355

1.1 decades below the minimum switching frequency to get a 356

fast current transient response. In the external voltage loop, the 357

control BW is 1.1 decades below the control BW specification of 358

the current loop in order to avoid undesired interactions between 359

these control loops. The PMs are high enough to prevent the 360

converter from going to the instability region. 361

The dynamic characteristics of the CSPRC can be extracted 362

from the current and voltage loop gains. From Fig. 6, these 363

transfer functions can be written as 364

Ti (s) =
[
kpi +

kii

s

]
T1 (s) (37)

Tv (s) =
[
kpv +

kiv

s
− ko

R

]
T2 (s) . (38)

Note that the loop gains depend directly on the gains of the 365

two PI controllers, as usual. In the voltage loop gain, a perfect 366

tracking of the reference current is assumed, i.e., îi(s)/̂iref (s) = 367

1. This is actually a good approximation due to the reduced 368

control BW of the voltage loop. In addition, the feed-forward 369

term ko appears in the voltage loop gain, so that the dynamic 370

characteristics will be analyzed for: the current loop, the basic 371

voltage loop (ko = 0), and the enhanced voltage loop (ko = 372

Vref/Vi). Hence, the impact of ko on the transient response will 373

be also analyzed considering the closed-loop transfer function 374

shown in (38), derived from the small-signal model. 375

C. Design of the Internal and External Control Loops 376

The values of the PI gains are obtained according to the 377

design specifications. Several Bode diagrams are represented 378

with different PI gains until the specifications are met. Once 379

this process is finished, the final values of the PI gains are 380

captured and listed in Table III. The values of the feed-forward 381
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Fig. 7. Bode diagrams of (a) current loop gain, (b) voltage loop gain for
the basic control (ko = 0), and (c) voltage loop gain for the enhanced
control (ko = Vref /Vi ) for FL condition (blue: compensated and orange:
uncompensated).

gains for the basic and the enhanced control configurations are382

also included in the table. Fig. 7 shows the Bode diagram of the383

loop gains for both compensated and uncompensated system at384

FL condition. Note that the compensated system reduces the385

control BW to reach the design specifications, as depicted in386

Fig. 7.387

For the current loop, the control BW is 9.43 kHz and the PM388

is 67.1°, meeting satisfactorily the design specifications. In the389

basic voltage loop, although the PM is good enough (70.4°), the390

control BW (0.35 kHz) is lower than the specification. Thanks to391

the feed-forward term, the enhanced voltage loop shows superior392

performance by increasing both the control BW (0.81 kHz) and393

the PM (116.4°). The design specifications are clearly meet by394

the enhanced control configuration.395

TABLE IV
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR DIFFERENT LOAD CONDITIONS

Control scheme Load condition Current loop Voltage loop

BW (kHz) PM (°) BW (kHz) PM (°)

Basic FL 9.43 67.1 0.35 70.4
(ko = 0) 10% of FL 8.52 85.2 0.23 98.2
Enhanced FL 9.43 67.1 0.81 116.4
(ko = V r e f /Vi ) 10% of FL 8.52 85.2 0.67 153.3

TABLE V
PROTOTYPE COMPONENTS

Component Model

Diodes 20ETF08S
MOSFETs IRFR4620
MOSFET driver MCP14E10
Resonant capacitor MKT type
Op-amps MCP6022

Table IV shows the dynamic characteristics for different load 396

conditions. Note that the control BW improves as the load in- 397

creases for both control loops. Conversely, the PM deteriorates 398

as the load increases. Anyway, the design specifications are meet 399

for the current loop and the enhanced voltage loop. In addition, 400

the enhanced voltage loop improves the dynamic characteristics 401

of the basic voltage loop for all load conditions. 402

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 403

This section validates the proposed control scheme with se- 404

lected experimental results from a laboratory prototype. 405

A. Laboratory Prototype 406

A 60-W laboratory prototype was built including a dc– 407

dc class-D CSPRC with a SPIC33FJ16GS504-I/PT microcon- 408

troller as digital control platform. The input and output currents 409

were sensed with current transducers (LTP-15NP). Simple ana- 410

log circuits including differential amplifiers are used to sense the 411

resonant capacitor and output voltages. Other prototype com- 412

ponents are listed in Table V. Fig. 8 shows the top and bottom 413

views of the laboratory prototype. 414

B. Evaluation of Static Characteristics 415

In this section, the steady-state operation of the CSPRC is 416

evaluated. 417

Fig. 9 shows the steady-state voltage across the right leg of the 418

class-D inverter shown in Fig. 1 (including the voltages in MOS- 419

FET S2 and blocking diode D2) and its associated current for both 420

FL and 10% of FL. Note that the waveform of the switch voltage 421

is similar in both load conditions. The only notable difference 422

is a change in the switching frequency. However, in the switch 423

current waveform, the change in both switching frequency and 424

in amplitude is observed. These features were theoretically pre- 425

dicted by (18)–(21), as discussed in Section V-C. 426
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Fig. 8. Experimental dc–dc CSPRC prototype: (a) top view and
(b) bottom view.

Fig. 9 also reveals the ZVS operation of the CSPRC. When427

the switch is OFF (interval with zero switch current), the switch428

voltage tracks the resonant capacitor voltage by changing sinu-429

soidally from positive to negative values. In the interval with430

negative values, the diode D2 is naturally in OFF state and then431

MOSFET S2 can be driven to ON state. In this case, although S2432

is ON, no current flows through the switch due to the blocking433

diode D2. Thus, the MOSFET S2 is in ON state with zero volt-434

age across before switch current increases during the switch435

transition from OFF to ON. This mechanism is known as ZVS436

operation and is characterized by negligible switching losses.437

Fig. 10 shows the system efficiency as a function of the output438

power. The highest efficiency (95%) is obtained at 55 W (90%439

of full power). As usual, the efficiency deteriorates as output440

power reduces, being 91.1% the lowest efficiency measured at441

15 W (25% of full power).442

C. Evaluation of Dynamic Characteristics443

Fig. 11(a) shows the transient response of the output voltage444

during load step changes using the basic control configuration.445

Note that the load changes produce significant voltage devia-446

tions and large settling times. Fig. 11(b) depicts the transient447

response of the resonant capacitor voltage, showing a simi-448

lar dynamic. Note that the steady-state amplitude of the reso-449

nant capacitor voltage is constant, independent of the load. This450

fact was predicted theoretically by (18), (20), and (21). The451

Fig. 9. Steady-state switch voltage (green, 20 V/div, 5 μs/div) and
current (pink, 5 A/div) for: (a) FL and (b) 10% of FL.

Fig. 10. System efficiency as a function of output power.

control scheme modifies the switching frequency when the load 452

changes to maintain M constant in steady state; see (21). By this 453

mechanism, the output voltage and the amplitude of the reso- 454

nant capacitor voltage are constants in steady state, as observed 455

in (18) and (20). Conversely, the input and output currents rely 456
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Fig. 11. Load transient response of the basic control configuration
(ko = 0): (a) output voltage (red, 10 V/div, 2 ms/div) and current (blue,
1 A/div), (b) resonant capacitor voltage (20 V/div, 2 ms/div), vc zoom
(5 μs/div), and (c) signal u (2 V/div, 2 ms/div).

on the load condition, as predicted by (17) and (19). The ar-457

eas marked in Fig. 11(b) have been zoomed-in and shown in458

the lower side of this figure. As it can be seen, the switching459

frequency increases from 94 to 100 kHz to regulate the output460

voltage when the load changes from FL to 10% of FL. These461

experimental measures are well matched with the theoretical462

results shown in Fig. 2. It is interesting to observe that the463

quality of the resonant waveforms improves when the switch-464

ing frequency approaches the resonant frequency. Furthermore,465

Fig. 11(c) shows the transient response of the input signal of the466

modulator (u). Note that the basic control has slow dynamics467

with a settling time around 2 ms.468

Fig. 12. Load transient response of the enhanced control configuration
(ko = Vref /Vi ): (a) output voltage (red, 10 V/div, 2 ms/div) and current
(blue, 1 A/div), and (b) signal u (2 V/div, 2 ms/div).

Fig. 12(a) shows the transient response of the output voltage 469

during load changes using the enhanced control. As predicted 470

by Fig. 7(c) and Table IV, the transient response is drastically 471

improved. In fact, the voltage overshoots and setting times are 472

clearly reduced from 5 to 1 V and from 1.8 to 0.4 ms, respec- 473

tively. These enhancements are the consequence of the transient 474

response improvement in the input signal of the modulator (u), 475

as depicted in Fig. 12(b). It means that in the case of load-step 476

changes, the feed-forward term helps the modulator to rapidly 477

find an appropriate switching frequency to ensure a fixed-output 478

voltage. 479

The load transient response is also evaluated for different 480

values of the input voltage. Fig. 13 shows the results for Vi = 481

10 V and Fig. 14 for Vi = 14 V. Note that the voltage deviations 482

during load changes reduce as the input voltage increases (i.e., 483

when the gain of the converter reduces). 484

In any case, the most important issue is that the dynamic 485

behavior of the enhanced control is still superior than the per- 486

formance of the basic control for any value of the input voltage; 487

compare Figs. 11–14. In particular, the transient response is 488

faster with lower voltage deviations and settling times (bene- 489

fit of the enhanced control), as expected from the theoretical 490

analysis. 491

However, the drawback associated to the enhanced control 492

is the additional measurement (io ) required to implement the 493

feed-forward term, increasing the overall cost of the system. 494

Therefore, regarding the desired performance and cost, one of 495

the two proposed control configurations should be applied to 496

the converter. 497
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Fig. 13. Load transient response for Vi = 10 V and Vref = 35 V.
(a) Basic control configuration (ko = 0). (b) Enhanced control config-
uration (ko = Vref /Vi ). 10 V/div, 2 ms/div.

Fig. 14. Load transient response for Vi = 14 V and Vref = 35 V.
(a) Basic control configuration (ko = 0). (b) Enhanced control config-
uration (ko = Vref /Vi ). 10 V/div, 2 ms/div.

VI. CONCLUSION498

A frequency-modulation control scheme for the class-D499

CSPRC was proposed in this paper. This control has two pos-500

sible configurations (basic and enhanced), according to the use501

or no use of the output-inductor current feed-forward term. The502

study reveals the superior performance of the enhanced con-503

trol configuration in terms of fast transient response during load504

step changes, i.e lower voltage deviations and settling times. The505

price to pay for this was an increase of cost due to the measure506

of an extra current. A theoretical study conducting to the design507

of both control configurations was also proposed in this paper.508

The study starts with the derivation of proper dynamic models509

for the converter and the complete closed-loop system. Next,510

a control design procedure was presented including a design511

example for illustrative purposes.512

The basic and enhanced control configurations can be applied513

to other current-source parallel resonant topologies including514

half bridge, full bridge, and other configurations by slightly515

modifying the logic circuit of the modulator. The proposed con- 516

trol configurations were promising closed-loop control systems 517

to be employed in switching power supplies. The extension to 518

other applications was left for future research work. 519

APPENDIX 520

This Appendix shows the coefficients of the transfer functions 521

expressed in (34) and (35) 522

A1 = Vc + Ii M R (A1)

A2 = C LoVc + Co Ii LoM R (A2)

A3 = Ii Lo M + C R Vc + Co R Vc (A3)

A4 = Vc + Ii M R (A4)

B1 = C Co Li Lo R (A5)

B2 = C Li Lo (A6)

B3 = C Li R + Co Li R + Co Lo M 2 R (A7)

B4 = Li + Lo M 2 (A8)

B5 = M 2 R (A9)

C1 = Ii M R Li (A10)

C2 = − R M Vc. (A11)
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Frequency-Modulation Control of a DC/DC
Current-Source Parallel-Resonant Converter
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3

4

Abstract—This paper proposes a frequency-modulation5
control scheme for a dc/dc current-source parallel-resonant6
converter with two possible configurations. The basic con-7
figuration comprises an external voltage loop, an internal8
current loop, and a frequency modulator: the voltage loop9
is responsible for regulating the output voltage, the current10
loop makes the system controllable and limits the input11
current, and the modulator provides robustness against12
variations in resonant component values. The enhanced13
configuration introduces the output inductor current as14
a feed-forward term and clearly improves the transient15
response to fast load changes. The theoretical design of16
these control schemes is performed systematically by first17
deriving their small-signal models and second using Bode18
diagram analysis. The actual performance of the proposed19
control schemes is experimentally validated by testing on20
a laboratory prototype.21

Index Terms—Control design, control systems, dc–dc22
power converters, frequency modulation, resonant23
converters.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

S INCE the emergence of the resonant technology, major26

research efforts have been conducted to apply the en-27

hanced features of resonant converters to practical applications28

[1]–[8]. Induction heating [1], electric vehicle [2], lighting sys-29

tem [3], robotic industry [4], [5], and contactless energy-transfer30

system [6]–[8] are just a short list of examples. DC–DC conver-31

sion category is another industry example of great importance32

for these converters. Battery charging, electronic air purifiers,33

and switching power supplies are among these applications,34

ranging from low to high power [9]–[15]. A great interest has35

been taken in these converters due to their generated high fre-36

quency sinusoidal waveforms, reducing the electromagnetic in-37

terference and switching losses [16]. The control strategy has38
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been one of the challenging research keys in this field. For 39

voltage-source series-resonant converters, many control strate- 40

gies have been analyzed and investigated [17]–[23], turning this 41

into a mature technology nowadays. However, compared to the 42

series-resonant topologies, parallel-resonant converters absorb 43

a continuous smooth current from the input source, offering low 44

current stress to switches [24]. Likewise, the reactive power 45

circulates inside the parallel resonant tank and only the active 46

power is supplied through the switches. This feature provides the 47

capability of generating high current and voltage levels by using 48

low VA-rated switches, reducing conduction losses. In addition, 49

these converters provide more facilities such as short-circuited 50

protection and paralleling capabilities. For the reasons outlined 51

above, the research on the current-source parallel-resonant con- 52

verters (CSPRC) has recently attracted more interest [25]–[31]. 53

In particular, in [25], a current source topology has been pro- 54

posed to supply a multireceiver inductive contactless energy 55

transfer system. In this topology, a buck converter has been uti- 56

lized to obtain an input current source with constant amplitude, 57

supplying the resonant inverter. In [26], a simple modulation 58

technique has been proposed for this type of converter and then 59

applied to an induction heating system [27]. This method is then 60

further developed in [28]. In [29], the modulation technique has 61

been applied to an inductive contactless energy transfer system. 62

A delta–sigma modulator is also applied to a class-D CSPRC in 63

[30]. In all these works, the current-source converters operate 64

in open loop and thus they exhibit a high sensitivity to external 65

disturbances and parameter variations. In [31], a closed-loop 66

control scheme with amplitude modulation has been presented 67

for a dc/dc CSPRC. A robust behavior against load changes 68

was demonstrated in this study by simulation results; however, 69

some drawbacks inherent to the amplitude modulation limit its 70

practical use. 71

The aim of this paper is to introduce a control scheme for the 72

dc/dc class-D CSPRC intended for switching power supplies. 73

The control scheme has two possible configurations. The basic 74

configuration is responsible for both regulating the output volt- 75

age and providing zero voltage switching (ZVS) conditions. A 76

cascaded control scheme is proposed to this end, including an 77

external voltage loop and an internal current loop. ZVS con- 78

ditions are guaranteed by driving the switches with a robust 79

frequency modulation technique. In addition, an enhanced con- 80

trol configuration is presented in this paper in order to further 81

improve the load transient response of the basic configuration. 82

The design of the control schemes is based on two steps. First, 83

0278-0046 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Power circuit of the class-D CSPRC.

a dynamic model of the open-loop CSPRC is obtained. After-84

ward, the small-signal characteristics of the obtained averaged85

model are derived. Second, the dynamic model for the closed-86

loop system is formulated and a systematic procedure to design87

the control gains is presented.88

The theoretical contributions of this paper are: the large-signal89

model of the CSPRC operating with frequency modulation; 2)90

its small-signal model; 3) the control scheme, including the ba-91

sic and enhanced control-loop configurations and the frequency92

modulator (FM); and 4) the systematic design procedure for93

deriving the control gains. As far as authors know, there are no94

previous studies exploring these four topics together or sepa-95

rately for the considered resonant topology.96

This paper is structured as follows. Section II derives the97

large-signal model of the class-D CSPRC and its averaged small-98

signal model. Section III introduces the basic and enhanced99

control configurations, including the FM. Section IV presents100

the design process of the proposed control scheme intended for101

dc/dc applications. Section V verifies the theoretical contribu-102

tions by selected experimental results in a laboratory prototype.103

Finally, Section VI gives the conclusions.104

II. DYNAMIC MODELING OF THE CLASS-D CSPRC105

Fig. 1 shows the power circuit of the dc/dc class-D CSPRC.106

The class-D resonant inverter includes an input inductor (Li),107

a second-order parallel-resonant tank (Lr and Cr ) and a high-108

frequency transformer with winding turns ratio np : ns . The109

resonant tank is loaded through a full-bridge diode rectifier110

and a second-order low-pass filter (Lo and Co ) to get a dc111

output voltage. The operation principle of this converter using112

frequency modulation was presented in detail in [24], and thus113

it is not repeated here.114

The first contribution of this paper is the development of an115

adequate dynamic description of the class-D CSPRC converter116

for dc switching power supply applications. This model is es-117

sential for the control design process. Below is a step-by-step118

derivation of the dynamic model.119

A. State-Space Model120

The assumptions to derive the model are: 1) the components121

are ideal and 2) the circuit is driven by frequency modulation. In122

this case, the control input is the angular switching frequency ωs .123

This variable will be provided by the control system in order 124

to reach the control objectives (i.e., output voltage regulation 125

and operation under ZVS conditions). Under these assumptions 126

and taking into account the equivalent circuits of the converter 127

presented in [24], the differential state-space equations can be 128

expressed as follows: 129

dii
dt

=
1
Li

[
Vi −

(
1 + sgn (sinωst)

2

)
vc

]
(1)

dvc

dt
=

1
Cr

[ (
1 + sgn (sinωst)

2

)
ii − iL − ns

np
sgn(vc) io

]

(2)

diL
dt

=
1
Lr

vc (3)

dio
dt

=
1
Lo

[
ns

np
|vc | − vo

]
(4)

dvo

dt
=

1
Co

[
io − vo

R

]
(5)

where ii stands for the input current variable, vc and iL are 130

the resonant state variables, and vo and io are the output fil- 131

ter state variables. According to [32], the state-space variables 132

can be divided in two subgroups: fast and slow variables. The 133

resonant state variables are fast variables and evolve the follow- 134

ing sinusoidal waveforms. Input current and output voltage and 135

current are slow variables. They evolve slowly compared to the 136

dynamics of resonant waveforms. 137

B. Averaged Modeling of the Resonant State Variables 138

The averaged method presented in [32] is used here to obtain 139

a proper dynamic model. In this method, the resonant state 140

variables are approximated as sinusoidal waveforms including 141

slow time-varying amplitudes and phases, defined as 142

vc = Vc sin (ωst − α) (6)

iL = IL sin (ωst − β) (7)

where Vc and IL are the peak values of the resonant state vari- 143

ables, and α and β are the initial phases. These variables are 144

then inserted into (2) and (3). By applying harmonic lineariza- 145

tion and harmonic balance to the resulting model, the following 146

equation is derived: 147

dv̄c

dt
=

1
Ceq

[
m

2
ii − ns

np
īo

]
(8)

where the symbol – denotes averaged value over a half-switching 148

cycle, and the equivalent capacitor Ceq and the new variable m 149

can be expressed as 150

Ceq = π2Cr/8 (9)

m =

√
1 −

[
π2Q

4 R

v̄c

ii

(
ωs

ωo
− ωo

ωs

)]2

. (10)

Note that m is a variable that contains information about 151

the system state in an averaged sense (through the variables 152

v̄c and īi) and the control action ωs . It is used here simply 153
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to compact the final expressions of the models. In (10), the154

variables Q and ωo represent the quality factor and angular155

resonant frequency of the resonant tank. In addition, Zo is the156

characteristic impedance. These variables are defined as157

Q = R/Zo (11)

ωo = 1/
√

Lr Cr (12)

Zo =
√

Lr/Cr . (13)

Further details on model derivation can be found in [33]–158

[35], where the averaged models of other resonant topologies159

have been derived. Note that, in this case, the resonant tank160

is described in an averaged sense because only one differen-161

tial equation (8) models the dynamics of the averaged resonant162

capacitor voltage. This equation contains all the necessary in-163

formation to reproduce the transient and steady-state behavior164

of the resonant tank in an averaged sense. Also, note that this165

equation is nonlinear.166

C. Averaged Modeling of Slow Variables167

The averaged dynamics of the slow variables, including the168

input and output state variables, are derived by using the time-169

varying averaging over a half-switching cycle, resulting in170

dii
dt

=
1
Li

.
[
Vi − m

2
v̄c

]
(14)

dīo
dt

=
1
Lo

[
ns

np
v̄c − v̄o

]
(15)

dv̄o

dt
=

1
Co

.
[̄
io − v̄o

R

]
. (16)

Therefore, the complete averaged large-signal model of the171

class-D CSPRC is expressed by (8) and (14)–(16).172

As far as authors know, the large signal model for the173

frequency-modulated CSPRC has not been previously studied.174

Hence, this model constitutes the first contribution of this pa-175

per. The accuracy of this model is validated in Section II-E by176

selected simulation results.177

D. Equilibrium Point178

In steady-state conditions, all the averaged variables reach179

their equilibrium point. By considering dii/dt = 0, dvc/dt =180

0, dio/dt = 0, and dvo/dt = 0, the equilibrium point of the181

model (8) and (14)–(16) can be expressed as182

Ii =
V 2

0

R Vi
(17)

Vc =
2Vi

M
(18)

Io =
Vo

R
(19)

Vo =
ns

np

2Vi

M
(20)

Fig. 2. Output voltage as a function of the switching frequency (FL in
blue and 10% of FL in red).

TABLE I
VALUES OF THE POWER COMPONENTS

Symbol Quantity Value

Vi Input voltage 12 V
Li Input filter inductor 300 μH
Cr Resonant capacitor 470 nF
Lr Resonant inductor 5.3 μH
np :ns Transformer turns ratio 1:1
Lo Output filter inductor 100 μH
Co Output filter capacitor 470 μF
Vo Output voltage 35 V
R Full-load resistor 20 Ω

where M is the steady-state value of m (i.e., the equilibrium 183

point of m), which can be written as 184

1
M

=

√√√√1 +

[
π2

8
Q

(
ns

np

)2 (
ωs

ωo
− ωo

ωs

)]2

. (21)

Note that the equilibrium point depends on the control input 185

ωs , the resonant circuit parameters, the input voltage, and the 186

load. 187

The output voltage in steady state can be easily determined 188

from (20) and (21). Fig. 2 depicts this voltage as a function of 189

the switching frequency for two load conditions: full load (FL) 190

in blue and 10% of FL in red. The nominal values of the power 191

components listed in Table I are used to draw the figure. Note 192

that the output voltage can be maintained constant in steady state 193

by adjusting conveniently the switching frequency. In fact, Fig. 2 194

also shows the theoretical values of the switching frequency that 195

provides the nominal output voltage for the two considered load 196

conditions. 197

E. Validation of the Averaged Large-Signal Model 198

The validity of the derived large-signal model expressed in (8) 199

and (14)–(16) is evaluated by comparing selected simulation re- 200

sults with those obtained by the state-space model expressed in 201

(1)–(5). Both models are implemented in MATLAB–Simulink, 202

and the obtained results are shown in Fig. 3. Two different 203

switching frequencies are considered to validate the averaged 204

model in different operating points. During the first interval, 205

the switching frequency is fixed at 91 kHz. At t = 10 ms, the 206
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Fig. 3. Comparison of waveforms generated by the state-space model
and the averaged large-signal model for two different switching frequen-
cies (0 < t < 10 ms: 91 kHz, 10 ms < t < 20 ms: 94 kHz) and FL con-
dition: (a) input current, (b) resonant capacitor voltage, and (c) output
voltage.

switching frequency is changed to 94 kHz. This frequency is207

maintained to the end of the test. The results show good agree-208

ment between the models, although some small differences209

appear when the switching frequency is abruptly changed at210

t = 10 ms. These mismatches are clearly caused by the as-211

sumptions made in the large-signal model derivation. However,212

for control design purposes, the observed high-frequency tran-213

sients are not important due to the limited control bandwidth214

(BW).215

F. Small-Signal Model216

The small-signal model of the converter is derived by fol-217

lowing the conventional approach based on perturbing and lin-218

earizing the large-signal model [36]. The systematic procedure219

is presented below. First, the state variables are decomposed in 220

dc (Ii , Vc , Io , Vo and M, all defined in [17]–[20]) and ac (îi , v̂c , 221

îo , v̂o , and m̂) terms, given as follows: 222

īi = Ii + îi (22)

v̄c = Vc + v̂c (23)

io = Io + îo (24)

v̄o = Vo + v̂o (25)

m = M + m̂. (26)

Second, the amplitudes of the ac terms are considered 223

small in comparison to the dc quantities (obtained equilibrium 224

values), i.e., 225

îi � Ii (27)

v̂c � Vc (28)

îo � Io (29)

v̂o � Vo (30)

m̂ � M. (31)

Third, by substituting (22)–(26) in (8) and (14)–(16), and tak- 226

ing into account that the products of two ac terms are negligible, 227

the small-signal model is derived. It can be written in matrix 228

form as follows: 229⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

sLi M 0 0
−M sCeq ns/np 0

0 −ns/np sLo 1
0 0 −1 sCo + (1/R)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

îi(s)
v̂c(s)

îo(s)
v̂o(s)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−Vc

Ii

0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ · m̂(s) (32)

where s is the Laplace operator. Note that all the transfer func- 230

tions that characterize the behavior of the converter in small 231

signal can be derived from (32). 232

The obtained small-signal model constitutes the second con- 233

tribution of this paper. This model is then utilized for control 234

design as explained in Section IV. 235

III. PROPOSED CONTROL SCHEME 236

This section introduces a control scheme for the parallel- 237

resonant converter with two possible configurations for the ex- 238

ternal voltage loop. The internal current loop and the FM are 239

also presented in detail. 240

A. Voltage and Current Control Loops 241

Fig. 4 shows the diagram of the proposed control scheme. It 242

is based on two control loops and an FM. The internal control 243

loop makes the system controllable and limits the input cur- 244

rent. To this end, it processes the input current error using a 245
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the two proposed control schemes. Basic config-
uration (io is not measured in this case and ko = 0) and enhanced
configuration (io is measured in this case and ko = Vref /Vi ).

proportional-integral (PI) regulator and provides the signal u to246

the input of the modulator.247

The external voltage loop is responsible to regulate the output248

voltage. It has two control terms: a feedback term that tries to249

eliminate the output voltage error using a PI regulator and a feed-250

forward term of the output current. The feedback term ensures251

that the output voltage matches the reference voltage in steady252

state, thus compensating the effects of unmodeled elements such253

as parasitic resistors and transformer leakage inductances. In254

the case of load-step changes, the feed-forward term helps the255

modulator to rapidly find an appropriate switching frequency256

to ensure a fixed-output voltage, yielding in a fast transient257

response.258

The proposed controller is called here basic configuration259

when ko = 0 and enhanced configuration when ko = Ii /Io .260

In the enhanced controller, the steady-state currents in the feed-261

forward gain ko rely on the load condition. However, from (18)262

and (20) and assuming Vo = Vref , the feed-forward gain is in-263

dependent of the load condition and can be written as264

ko =
Vref

Vi
. (33)

The enhanced controller is introduced in order to improve265

the transient response, i.e, to get a negligible output voltage266

deviation and lower settling time. This is considered as the267

benefit of this control configuration. However, an additional268

measurement io is required in this case, slightly increasing the269

cost of the system.270

B. Frequency Modulator271

This section proposes an FM for the CSPRC. The modu-272

lator is derived from the phase modulator presented in [37]273

for voltage-source resonant converters. The differences between274

both modulators are also highlighted below.275

Fig. 5(a) shows the proposed FM. It is based on the genera-276

tion of a saw-tooth waveform synchronized by the zero crossing277

detection of the resonant capacitor voltage. This waveform is278

then compared with the output signal of the controller u in or-279

der to generate the gate signals (S1 and S2) by using an RS280

flip-flop. Fig. 5(b) shows the main waveforms of the modulator.281

Note that the switching period depends on the load conditions,
Q1

282

as predicted by (21). It is worth mentioning that the ramp am-283

plitude is always one in this modulator in order to modify the284

Fig. 5. Proposed FM including a variable slope, fixed amplitude saw-
tooth generator: (a) diagram and (b) main waveforms for two different
load conditions.

switching period as a function of the load condition. The saw- 285

tooth generator produces this distinctive feature by means of a 286

closed-loop control using a PI regulator; see details in [37]. The 287

most promising feature of both modulators is the high robust- 288

ness to resonant parameter variations. This feature is attributed 289

to the sensing of the resonant tank state, through the measure 290

of a resonant state variable. Thus, changes on resonant com- 291

ponents due to temperature, tolerance, age, etc., are perfectly 292

absorbed by the modulator. The main differences between the 293

two modulators are as follows. 294

1) The resonant capacitor voltage instead of the inductor 295

current is used to provide ZVS conditions. 296

2) The slope of the ramp signal is reversed to operate below 297

resonance (the voltage-source resonant converter oper- 298

ates above resonance). 299

3) Only one input signal u is required to regulate the output 300

voltage (the phase modulator needs two signals). 301

The proposed control scheme is the third contribution of this 302

paper. The novelties of this configuration are: first, the feed- 303

forward term included in the conventional two loop control 304

in order to accelerate the transient response during load step 305

changes; and second, the adaptive modulator used to synchro- 306

nize the control action with the zero crossing of the resonant 307

capacitor voltage, thus providing ZVS condition. In addition, 308

the modulator provides a robust operation against internal and 309

external disturbances (such as variations in resonant tank pa- 310

rameters and input voltage, respectively). 311

IV. CONTROL DESIGN 312

This section presents the design procedure to obtain the gains 313

of the two PI controllers used in the proposed control scheme. A 314

numerical example is also included to illustrate the procedure in 315

detail. This design procedure constitutes the fourth contribution 316
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Fig. 6. Small-signal diagram of the (a) internal control loop and
(b) external control loop.

of this paper. A numerical example is also included to illustrate317

the procedure in detail.318

A. Design Procedure319

The control design proceeds as follows.320

1) The closed-loop transfer functions of the system are first321

obtained by using the derived small-signal model.322

2) The frequency-domain specifications of the closed-loop323

system are fixed in terms of desired control BW and phase324

margin (PM).325

3) The gain values of the PI controllers satisfying the spec-326

ifications are selected.327

To this end, Bode diagrams of different set of gain values are328

examined until the specifications are met.329

B. Closed-Loop Small-Signal Models330

Fig. 6 shows the small-signal diagram of the internal and331

external control loops. Note that the two PI controllers are in-332

cluded in the figure. The other transfer functions involved in the333

diagram are derived below.334

The control to input-current T1(s) and input-current to output-335

voltage T2(s) transfer functions are obtained from the small-336

signal model expressed in (24). These transfer functions are337

T1 (s) =
îi(s)
m̂(s)

=
A1 s3 + A2 s2 + A3 s + A4

B1s4 + B2s3 + B3s2 + B4s + B5
(34)

T2 (s) =
v̂o(s)
îi(s)

=
C1 s + C2

B1s4 + B2s3 + B3s2 + B4s + B5
. (35)

The coefficients of these transfer functions can be found in338

the Appendix.339

The transfer function of the proposed modulator is deduced340

according to the following points and assumptions.341

1) It is well known that the small-signal model of a modu-342

lator involving a ramp signal coincides with the inverse343

of the amplitude of this signal (i.e., 1/Vramp ) [36].344

2) In the proposed modulator, a closed-loop control is used345

in the saw-tooth generator to fix the amplitude of the ramp346

signal to one (Vramp = 1).347

3) This control loop is fast enough compared to the BW of348

the internal and external control loops.349

Thus, the transfer function of the modulator can be expressed350

as351

m̂

û
=

1
Vramp

= 1. (36)

TABLE II
FREQUENCY-DOMAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Control loops BW (kHz) PM (º)

Current loop 7.467 60
Voltage loop 0.593 60

TABLE III
VALUES OF THE CONTROL GAINS AND PARAMETERS

Symbol Quantity Value

kp i Current-loop proportional gain 0.4 A−1

ki i Current-loop integral gain 30 Hz/A
kp v Voltage-loop proportional gain 0.01 Ω−1

ki v Voltage-loop integral gain 120 Hz/Ω
ko Feed-forward gain (basic control) 0
ko Feed-forward gain (enhanced control) 2.9
V r e f Reference output voltage 35 V

The design of the PI controllers is based on making the dy- 352

namic characteristics meet the control design specifications. 353

Table II lists these specifications for the internal and external 354

control loops. In the internal current loop, the control BW is 355

1.1 decades below the minimum switching frequency to get a 356

fast current transient response. In the external voltage loop, the 357

control BW is 1.1 decades below the control BW specification of 358

the current loop in order to avoid undesired interactions between 359

these control loops. The PMs are high enough to prevent the 360

converter from going to the instability region. 361

The dynamic characteristics of the CSPRC can be extracted 362

from the current and voltage loop gains. From Fig. 6, these 363

transfer functions can be written as 364

Ti (s) =
[
kpi +

kii

s

]
T1 (s) (37)

Tv (s) =
[
kpv +

kiv

s
− ko

R

]
T2 (s) . (38)

Note that the loop gains depend directly on the gains of the 365

two PI controllers, as usual. In the voltage loop gain, a perfect 366

tracking of the reference current is assumed, i.e., îi(s)/̂iref (s) = 367

1. This is actually a good approximation due to the reduced 368

control BW of the voltage loop. In addition, the feed-forward 369

term ko appears in the voltage loop gain, so that the dynamic 370

characteristics will be analyzed for: the current loop, the basic 371

voltage loop (ko = 0), and the enhanced voltage loop (ko = 372

Vref/Vi). Hence, the impact of ko on the transient response will 373

be also analyzed considering the closed-loop transfer function 374

shown in (38), derived from the small-signal model. 375

C. Design of the Internal and External Control Loops 376

The values of the PI gains are obtained according to the 377

design specifications. Several Bode diagrams are represented 378

with different PI gains until the specifications are met. Once 379

this process is finished, the final values of the PI gains are 380

captured and listed in Table III. The values of the feed-forward 381
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Fig. 7. Bode diagrams of (a) current loop gain, (b) voltage loop gain for
the basic control (ko = 0), and (c) voltage loop gain for the enhanced
control (ko = Vref /Vi ) for FL condition (blue: compensated and orange:
uncompensated).

gains for the basic and the enhanced control configurations are382

also included in the table. Fig. 7 shows the Bode diagram of the383

loop gains for both compensated and uncompensated system at384

FL condition. Note that the compensated system reduces the385

control BW to reach the design specifications, as depicted in386

Fig. 7.387

For the current loop, the control BW is 9.43 kHz and the PM388

is 67.1°, meeting satisfactorily the design specifications. In the389

basic voltage loop, although the PM is good enough (70.4°), the390

control BW (0.35 kHz) is lower than the specification. Thanks to391

the feed-forward term, the enhanced voltage loop shows superior392

performance by increasing both the control BW (0.81 kHz) and393

the PM (116.4°). The design specifications are clearly meet by394

the enhanced control configuration.395

TABLE IV
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR DIFFERENT LOAD CONDITIONS

Control scheme Load condition Current loop Voltage loop

BW (kHz) PM (°) BW (kHz) PM (°)

Basic FL 9.43 67.1 0.35 70.4
(ko = 0) 10% of FL 8.52 85.2 0.23 98.2
Enhanced FL 9.43 67.1 0.81 116.4
(ko = V r e f /Vi ) 10% of FL 8.52 85.2 0.67 153.3

TABLE V
PROTOTYPE COMPONENTS

Component Model

Diodes 20ETF08S
MOSFETs IRFR4620
MOSFET driver MCP14E10
Resonant capacitor MKT type
Op-amps MCP6022

Table IV shows the dynamic characteristics for different load 396

conditions. Note that the control BW improves as the load in- 397

creases for both control loops. Conversely, the PM deteriorates 398

as the load increases. Anyway, the design specifications are meet 399

for the current loop and the enhanced voltage loop. In addition, 400

the enhanced voltage loop improves the dynamic characteristics 401

of the basic voltage loop for all load conditions. 402

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 403

This section validates the proposed control scheme with se- 404

lected experimental results from a laboratory prototype. 405

A. Laboratory Prototype 406

A 60-W laboratory prototype was built including a dc– 407

dc class-D CSPRC with a SPIC33FJ16GS504-I/PT microcon- 408

troller as digital control platform. The input and output currents 409

were sensed with current transducers (LTP-15NP). Simple ana- 410

log circuits including differential amplifiers are used to sense the 411

resonant capacitor and output voltages. Other prototype com- 412

ponents are listed in Table V. Fig. 8 shows the top and bottom 413

views of the laboratory prototype. 414

B. Evaluation of Static Characteristics 415

In this section, the steady-state operation of the CSPRC is 416

evaluated. 417

Fig. 9 shows the steady-state voltage across the right leg of the 418

class-D inverter shown in Fig. 1 (including the voltages in MOS- 419

FET S2 and blocking diode D2) and its associated current for both 420

FL and 10% of FL. Note that the waveform of the switch voltage 421

is similar in both load conditions. The only notable difference 422

is a change in the switching frequency. However, in the switch 423

current waveform, the change in both switching frequency and 424

in amplitude is observed. These features were theoretically pre- 425

dicted by (18)–(21), as discussed in Section V-C. 426
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Fig. 8. Experimental dc–dc CSPRC prototype: (a) top view and
(b) bottom view.

Fig. 9 also reveals the ZVS operation of the CSPRC. When427

the switch is OFF (interval with zero switch current), the switch428

voltage tracks the resonant capacitor voltage by changing sinu-429

soidally from positive to negative values. In the interval with430

negative values, the diode D2 is naturally in OFF state and then431

MOSFET S2 can be driven to ON state. In this case, although S2432

is ON, no current flows through the switch due to the blocking433

diode D2. Thus, the MOSFET S2 is in ON state with zero volt-434

age across before switch current increases during the switch435

transition from OFF to ON. This mechanism is known as ZVS436

operation and is characterized by negligible switching losses.437

Fig. 10 shows the system efficiency as a function of the output438

power. The highest efficiency (95%) is obtained at 55 W (90%439

of full power). As usual, the efficiency deteriorates as output440

power reduces, being 91.1% the lowest efficiency measured at441

15 W (25% of full power).442

C. Evaluation of Dynamic Characteristics443

Fig. 11(a) shows the transient response of the output voltage444

during load step changes using the basic control configuration.445

Note that the load changes produce significant voltage devia-446

tions and large settling times. Fig. 11(b) depicts the transient447

response of the resonant capacitor voltage, showing a simi-448

lar dynamic. Note that the steady-state amplitude of the reso-449

nant capacitor voltage is constant, independent of the load. This450

fact was predicted theoretically by (18), (20), and (21). The451

Fig. 9. Steady-state switch voltage (green, 20 V/div, 5 μs/div) and
current (pink, 5 A/div) for: (a) FL and (b) 10% of FL.

Fig. 10. System efficiency as a function of output power.

control scheme modifies the switching frequency when the load 452

changes to maintain M constant in steady state; see (21). By this 453

mechanism, the output voltage and the amplitude of the reso- 454

nant capacitor voltage are constants in steady state, as observed 455

in (18) and (20). Conversely, the input and output currents rely 456
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Fig. 11. Load transient response of the basic control configuration
(ko = 0): (a) output voltage (red, 10 V/div, 2 ms/div) and current (blue,
1 A/div), (b) resonant capacitor voltage (20 V/div, 2 ms/div), vc zoom
(5 μs/div), and (c) signal u (2 V/div, 2 ms/div).

on the load condition, as predicted by (17) and (19). The ar-457

eas marked in Fig. 11(b) have been zoomed-in and shown in458

the lower side of this figure. As it can be seen, the switching459

frequency increases from 94 to 100 kHz to regulate the output460

voltage when the load changes from FL to 10% of FL. These461

experimental measures are well matched with the theoretical462

results shown in Fig. 2. It is interesting to observe that the463

quality of the resonant waveforms improves when the switch-464

ing frequency approaches the resonant frequency. Furthermore,465

Fig. 11(c) shows the transient response of the input signal of the466

modulator (u). Note that the basic control has slow dynamics467

with a settling time around 2 ms.468

Fig. 12. Load transient response of the enhanced control configuration
(ko = Vref /Vi ): (a) output voltage (red, 10 V/div, 2 ms/div) and current
(blue, 1 A/div), and (b) signal u (2 V/div, 2 ms/div).

Fig. 12(a) shows the transient response of the output voltage 469

during load changes using the enhanced control. As predicted 470

by Fig. 7(c) and Table IV, the transient response is drastically 471

improved. In fact, the voltage overshoots and setting times are 472

clearly reduced from 5 to 1 V and from 1.8 to 0.4 ms, respec- 473

tively. These enhancements are the consequence of the transient 474

response improvement in the input signal of the modulator (u), 475

as depicted in Fig. 12(b). It means that in the case of load-step 476

changes, the feed-forward term helps the modulator to rapidly 477

find an appropriate switching frequency to ensure a fixed-output 478

voltage. 479

The load transient response is also evaluated for different 480

values of the input voltage. Fig. 13 shows the results for Vi = 481

10 V and Fig. 14 for Vi = 14 V. Note that the voltage deviations 482

during load changes reduce as the input voltage increases (i.e., 483

when the gain of the converter reduces). 484

In any case, the most important issue is that the dynamic 485

behavior of the enhanced control is still superior than the per- 486

formance of the basic control for any value of the input voltage; 487

compare Figs. 11–14. In particular, the transient response is 488

faster with lower voltage deviations and settling times (bene- 489

fit of the enhanced control), as expected from the theoretical 490

analysis. 491

However, the drawback associated to the enhanced control 492

is the additional measurement (io ) required to implement the 493

feed-forward term, increasing the overall cost of the system. 494

Therefore, regarding the desired performance and cost, one of 495

the two proposed control configurations should be applied to 496

the converter. 497
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Fig. 13. Load transient response for Vi = 10 V and Vref = 35 V.
(a) Basic control configuration (ko = 0). (b) Enhanced control config-
uration (ko = Vref /Vi ). 10 V/div, 2 ms/div.

Fig. 14. Load transient response for Vi = 14 V and Vref = 35 V.
(a) Basic control configuration (ko = 0). (b) Enhanced control config-
uration (ko = Vref /Vi ). 10 V/div, 2 ms/div.

VI. CONCLUSION498

A frequency-modulation control scheme for the class-D499

CSPRC was proposed in this paper. This control has two pos-500

sible configurations (basic and enhanced), according to the use501

or no use of the output-inductor current feed-forward term. The502

study reveals the superior performance of the enhanced con-503

trol configuration in terms of fast transient response during load504

step changes, i.e lower voltage deviations and settling times. The505

price to pay for this was an increase of cost due to the measure506

of an extra current. A theoretical study conducting to the design507

of both control configurations was also proposed in this paper.508

The study starts with the derivation of proper dynamic models509

for the converter and the complete closed-loop system. Next,510

a control design procedure was presented including a design511

example for illustrative purposes.512

The basic and enhanced control configurations can be applied513

to other current-source parallel resonant topologies including514

half bridge, full bridge, and other configurations by slightly515

modifying the logic circuit of the modulator. The proposed con- 516

trol configurations were promising closed-loop control systems 517

to be employed in switching power supplies. The extension to 518

other applications was left for future research work. 519

APPENDIX 520

This Appendix shows the coefficients of the transfer functions 521

expressed in (34) and (35) 522

A1 = Vc + Ii M R (A1)

A2 = C LoVc + Co Ii LoM R (A2)

A3 = Ii Lo M + C R Vc + Co R Vc (A3)

A4 = Vc + Ii M R (A4)

B1 = C Co Li Lo R (A5)

B2 = C Li Lo (A6)

B3 = C Li R + Co Li R + Co Lo M 2 R (A7)

B4 = Li + Lo M 2 (A8)

B5 = M 2 R (A9)

C1 = Ii M R Li (A10)

C2 = − R M Vc. (A11)
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Queries718

Q1. Author: Please provide the expansion of “RS” at its first occurrence in the text.719


